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The Ergonomic Approach of Tatwamasi for World Peace Building Ergonomic and 

peacebuilding is a multidiciplinary, cross-sector technique or method which becomes 

strategic when it works over the long run and at all levels of society to establish and 

sustain relationships among people locally and globally-thus endangering sustainable 

peace.  

 

Strategic peacebuilding activities addres the root causes or potential causes of violence, 

create a societal expectation for peacefull conflict resolution, and stabilze society 

politcally and socioeconomically. "ergonomic is the scientific dicipline concerned with 

the understanding of interactions among human and the other elements of a system, 

and the profession that applies theory, principles, data, and methods to design in order 

to optimize human well-being and overall system performance."  

 

And regarding the world interaction for peacebuilding the philosophy of tatwamasi. 

Ergonomics as science-based dicipline that brings together knowledge from other 

subjects to ensure that designs complement the strengths and abilities of people and 

minimise the effects of their limitations. The collective attitudes, beliefs and perceptions 

of the people in your organizations around safety.  

 

Culture drives behaviors and behaviors drive performance, for betterr tatwamasi is the 

approach regarding the safety culture on organization's brand for the people and 

society as peacebuilding. We believe that our culture and brand are two sides of the 

same coin. The brand may lag the culture at first, but it will eventually become an 

anchor that slos down the entiership.  

 

this often happens when the frantic need for more production trumps everything, 

including the health and safety of people. We need to respect like we do for ourself that 



is the approach of tatwamasi in ergonomic cling to the virtue of protecting the 

well-being of people and flee the vice of shortterm production at the cost of the 

humanity culture ergonomic for peacebuilding  
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